THE PLATFORM
" Where are you going to, my pretty maid ? "
" I'm going to the lecture, sir," she said.
old song.
How vividly it all comes back—the slight constraint that
settles on the company, as lunch draws to a close; the coffee
ordered rather quickly and refused by the speaker with the
feeble witticism that it might keep him awake; one or two,
prescient committee-members rising suddenly to t( get good
seats in front" ; a kindly introducer bearing down, full of
consideration and his opening remarks, to ask the lecturer if
he prefers to compose his thoughts in solitude (I always
wondered how many of my predecessors had answered in the
affirmative out of a base desire to impress—for there is
something undeniably impressive in the thought of a lecturer
alone in the presence of his Maker);  and then the slightly
uncertain journey down unfrequented corridors towards the
back of the building, with a sudden view of the audience
seen in profile, row after row, through a half-open door; a
dark stumble up the three—the invariable three—invisible
steps that end upon the stage; a blaze of lights; the un-
certainty which of two large, uncomfortable chairs to sit on;
a vague sea of faces; and the scattered applause that greets
arriving speakers.
These carefully recalled from the dim vaults of memory,
compose the almost unchanging prelude of a lecture. There
may, of course, be minor variations. Sometimes it was at
night; and then the opening scene is set at an unnaturally
early dinner instead of lunch. Perhaps a friendly Faculty
dined in a common-room; but when rational men would
settle down to talk their pipes away, the entertainment ends
in the same constraint, the same dreadful consciousness
of an impending lecture (for lectures, like tornadoes and
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